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Abstract— We present a comparative analysis of inertial-based 
odometry algorithms for the purpose of assisted return. An 
assisted return system facilitates backtracking of a path previously 
taken, and can be particularly useful for blind pedestrian. We 
compared the path reconstruction accuracy of a stete of the art 
odometry system based on deep learning (RoNIN) against a system 
based on robust turn detection and step counting, using data from 
WeAllWalk, the only data set with inertial data recorded from 
blind walkers. In addition, we tested a new algorithm for path 
matching in simulated assisted return tasks with data from 
WeAllWalk. 
I. INTRODUCTION  
Among the communities of potential users of smartphone-
based odometry systems, blind travelers arguably stand to 
benefit the most. Wayfinding can be extremely challenging 
without sight, and thus without access to landmarks and other 
visual information. In this contribution, we are mostly 
concerned with assisted return: providing support to a blind user 
who, after walking along a certain path, is trying to trace their 
way back to the starting point. Backtracking is a critical task that 
is required in multiple situations. For example, a blind person 
may be led by a sighted guide to a certain location for a meeting 
(e.g., an office in a building), only to realize that assistance is 
not available when needing to return to the starting point (e.g. 
the entrance door to the building). In other situations, a blind 
traveler may attempt to reach a certain location by following 
verbal directions. If unsuccessful, this individual would need to 
walk back to the starting point – potentially at the risk of getting 
lost in the building until sighted assistance is available. A system 
that could provide direction as needed to facilitate returning to 
the starting point may increase safety and confidence of blind 
pedestrians visiting new places. 
It is important to note that, unlike standard wayfinding 
systems, assisted return does not require access to a map of the 
building being visited. This is an important advantage, given the 
current scarcity of open access indoor maps. In fact, mechanisms 
similar to assisted return have been proposed for other 
applications, e.g. to let users make available specific paths in a 
building for others to follow [1] [2]. Of course, if a map is 
available, the system could certainly leverage this information. 
As discussed in [3], an assisted return mechanism (typically 
embedded in the user’s smartphone) must support three tasks: 
(1) tracking the traveler during their “way–in” (walking from a 
starting point to a destination), while building a representation 
of the path traversed; (2) tracking the traveler during return, by 
matching sub-paths with the recorded way–in path; (3) 
providing directions to the user during return by means of an 
appropriate user interface (including providing an overall 
description of the path). In this work we concentrate on the first 
two tasks. In particular, we comparatively assess different 
odometry mechanisms when used for assisted return using a data 
set (WeAllWalk [4]) of inertial data collected from blind walkers. 
Note that the gait of blind individuals is typically different from 
that of sighted walkers. For example, use of a long cane (e.g. 
using the two-point touch technique) may result in large side-to-
side swings. When “shorelining” a wall to keep a straight 
trajectory, vibrations from the cane hitting the wall may be 
picked up by the smartphone’s accelerometer. Walking without 
sight often leads to bumping onto obstacles or even onto people, 
requiring one to stop and re-orient themselves. These events 
(combined with other situations, such as negotiating a doorway 
or opening a door) contribute spurious inertial measurements 
that may challenge odometry algorithms designed for “cleaner” 
data associated with sight-assisted walking.  
Inertial-based odometry requires no external infrastructure 
(such as Bluetooth Low Energy beacons), and no prior 
calibration (e.g. Wi-Fi fingerprinting). Compared to visual-
based odometry, inertial systems do not assume use of a camera 
with unoccluded visibility of the environment. The user may 
simply keep their smartphone in their pocket, and receive 
information via Bluetooth earphones or bonephones. 
WeAllWalk contains inertial and magnetometer data from ten 
blind participants, each carrying two iPhones, who traversed a 
number of paths in two different buildings using a long cane or 
a guide dog as travel aid. Although WeAllWalk walkers only 
walked on the same path once, we mimic pairs of way-in/return 
paths by considering data for the same path recorded by two 
different walkers. 
In buildings whose structure is well represented by a network 
of corridors, a path can normally be represented as a sequence 
of straight segments and turns, with discrete turning angles 
(typically, multiples of 90º or 45º). The length of a straight 
segment can be expressed using units such as meters or feet, or 
as an approximate number of steps (where this latter unit can be 
preferable for some blind users.) This representation is 
particularly useful when describing a path verbally, which is an 
important functionality of a safe return system. For example, a 
path could be expressed as: “Walk for 50 steps, turn left, walk 
for 25 more steps, turn right, then your destination is 40 steps 
away.” Other types of contextual information in terms of 
perceivable landmarks (e.g., “take the second corridor to the 
left”, or “the destination is the fifth door to the right) could also 
be useful, but cannot be detected using inertial sensors, and 
would normally require access to a map. Representing paths as 
sequences of discrete angle turns and segment lengths 
simplifies, to some extent, the job of odometry computation. In 
practice, though, robust turn detection can be challenging. For 
example, a walker may stop and turn around to get their 
bearings, or to listen to a sound that may help with orientation, 
something that could mistakenly interpreted by the system as a 
path turn. Blind walkers (especially those who do not use a dog 
guide) often tend to veer when attempting to walk on a straight 
line, and this unwanted veering may generate false turn 
detections. In addition, the assumption of a smartphone in a 
fixed orientation with respect to the walker’s body fails as soon 
as one repositions the phone (e.g. after picking up a call). Thus, 
robust turn detection and path length measurements are called 
for even in simplified topologies such as networks of corridors 
at discrete angles. 
These are the main contributions of this paper: 
• We evaluate the quality of a state-of-the-art odometry 
algorithm using inertial data (RoNIN [5]) on the 
WeAllWalk data set, and compare it with a pedestrian 
dead reckonging PDR system that uses recurrent neural 
networks (RNN) for robust step detection. 
• We propose a new method for detecting turns using a 
two-stage procedure, involving an RNN-based algorithm 
that can robustly identify when a user is walking along a 
straight path and a Mixture Kalman Filters (MKF) 
system for computing the walker’s orientation in the face 
of drift from inertial measurements. 
• We introduce a system for matching return subpaths with 
way-in paths using all available information (odometry, 
turns and steps detected, magnetic data), and test it 
extensively on WeAllWalk. 
 
II.  RELATED WORK 
Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR). One of the simplest methods 
to track the location of a walker is based on counting steps and 
determining the user’s orientation at each time [6] [7] [8]. The 
orientation of the phone can be obtained by proper integration 
of the data from the accelerometer and gyro [9] [10], but this 
typically results in accumulated drift. Another problem is that 
the orientation of the phone needs to be decoupled from the 
direction of walking, for example if one at some point re-
positions the phone on their body. Algorithms for the estimation 
of the direction of walking, independently of the orientation of 
the phone, were presented in [11] [12] [13]. 
Learning-based Odometry. In recent years, a number of 
odometry algorithms based on deep neural networks have been 
proposed [14] [15] [16] [5]. In particular, RoNIN [5] was shown 
to outperform comparable systems in challenging data sets. An 
important characteristic of RoNIN is its use of a heading-
agnostic reference frame. In practice, the accelerometer and 
gyro data recorded by the phone (which is defined in terms of 
the phone’s own reference frame) is rotated using the inverse of 
the phone’s attitude (the rotation of the phone’s frame with 
respect to a fixed “world” reference frame). The phone’s attitude 
is computed via sensor fusion of accelerometer and gyro data, 
and is normally provided by the phone’s operating system. 
RoNIN processes the normalized inertial data using one of 
several possible deep network architectures, and produces 
motion vectors defined in reference to the world reference 
system. By integrating these motion vectors, one can easily 
reconstruct the path taken by the walker. A remarkable feature 
of RoNIN is that, by decoupling the phone’s orientation from 
the estimated user velocity, it works seamlessly even if the 
phone is repositioned on the user’s body while walking. An open 
access version of the RoNIN was made available by the authors. 
Assisted Return. The concept of assisted return for blind walkers 
was introduced by Flores and Manduchi [3], who experimented 
with a turn/segment representation of indoor environments in a 
study with six blind participants. As mentioned in the 
Introduction, the same technology used in an assisted return 
system could be used to help a person follow a path previously 
taken by another individual. An example is given by Clew, an 
augmented reality app designed for visually impaired users [1]. 
Clew allows one to record a route, then load it and receive 
directions in accessible format when the same person (or 
someone else) wants to traverse the same route. Localization 
information is obtained via visual odometry using Apple’s 
ARKit. A similar concept is implemented by the Path Guide 
Android app by Microsoft, which uses magnetic signatures and 
inertial data for localization [2]. 
WeAllWalk. WeAllWalk [4] is an annotated data set with 
inertial and magnetic data collected from blind walkers. Ten 
participants walked on a number if indoor routes. Seven 
participants used a long cane as a mobility tool; one used a dog 
guide; and two alternated use of a long cane and a dog guide. 
Each walker carried two iPhone 6s, and was equipped with 
inertial sensors tied at each ankle, which were used to provide 
ground truth measurements of each heel strike. The paths 
traversed by the walkers were divided into “segments”. The time 
at which each walker traversed the boundary between two 
segments was recorded, which provides a discrete set of 
localization data points.  
III. TURN/SEGMENT PATH REPRESENTATION 
The trajectory of a walker in an environment characterized 
by a network of straight corridors crossing at discrete angles 
(e.g. multiples of 90o or 45o) can in most cases be represented as 
a sequence of straight segments and turns. The turn/segment 
path representation, when applicable, has multiple advantages. 
First, it is simple to conceptualize and to describe in words, and 
thus lends itself well to applications such as assisted return for 
blind walkers, which rely on verbal interfaces. For example, 
users of this system may ask for a description of the remaining 
path to destination. This type of route information can be 
expressed effectively as a short list of turns ahead, along with 
the length of the straight paths in-between turns. Second, 
odometry is simplified by the assumption that walkers will walk 
on approximately straight lines in a fixed set of possible 
orientations. Using the turn/segment route representation, the 
system needs to perform two main functions: detect turns taken 
by the walker along with the turning angle; and measure the 
length of segments traversed between turns. In the following, we 
describe the specific algorithms we use to accomplish these 
tasks. 
A. Orientation Estimation 
Detecting whether the walker has taken a turn of 90o or 45o 
is, in principle, a simple task. For example, one could rely on the 
azimuth data provided by the phone’s API, to see when there is 
a significant switch in the azimuth angle. Azimuth (or heading 
direction) is obtained by sensor fusion of data form the 3-axes 
accelerometer and gyros contained in the phone. Unfortunately, 
the azimuth signal is prone to drift, where, for our purposes, drift 
can be modeled as a slowly varying bias. Hence, the simple 
technique of thresholding azimuth values to infer which 
direction the walker is facing is bound to fail as soon as enough 
drift accumulates. Another approach for turn detection 
considered in the literature is to compute short-time variations 
of the azimuth angle (or of the rotation rate from the gyro [17]), 
which are unaffected by slowly varying drift. But variations in 
azimuth may be due to a multiplicity of reason, such as body 
rotation during gait, which makes this approach unreliable in 
practice. 
Flores et al. [18] proposed a system based on dynamic 
programming to estimate the walker’s orientation as well as 
drift. This algorithm represents variations in azimuth as either 
discrete orientation switches (turns) or discrete drift increments 
(both modeled as Markov chains), with added noise. The goal is 
to find the sequence of orientation switches and drift increments 
that, after accumulation, best approximates the azimuth 
observations. This problem cannot be solved directly using 
dynamic programming, as the observation (azimuth) at a certain 
time depends not only on the current state (azimuth switch, drift 
increment) but on the past states. An approximate solution was 
proposed in [18] using a greedy algorithm.  
In this work, we use a different approach to the problem of 
orientation estimation in the face of slowly changing drift. 
Specifically, we employ a Mixture Kalman Filter (MKF [19]). 
A MKF estimates a Markov chain of discrete indicator variables 
as well as the value of a state at each time. In our case, indicators 
represent the walker’s orientation, while the state is the drift 
angle at each time. Given a sequence of indicators 𝑂! =(𝑂"! , 𝑂#! , … , 𝑂$!), with an associated probability of 𝑃!, and given 
a drift value 𝑑$ , the observed azimuth angle 𝑜$  a time 𝑡 
conditioned on 𝑂!  and 𝑑$  is modeled as a Gaussian random 
variable with mean equal to 𝑂$! + 𝑑$. Hence, the unconditional 
distribution of 𝑜$ can be modeled as a Gaussian mixture, with 
weights equal to the probabilities 𝑃! . The MKF algorithm 
maintains a list of indicators sequences, with a Kalman filter 
associated with each sequence. At a time instant, a new indicator 
is added to each sequence by sampling from the posterior 
distribution of indicators. Our MKF system maintains a set of 
100 Kalman filters, which go through a standard process of 
resampling/rejuvenation [19].  
We have experimented with orientation sets of { 𝑘 ⋅90°, −2 ≤ 𝑘 < 2} and of {𝑘 ⋅ 45°, −4 ≤ 𝑘 < 4}.  The actual 
orientation resolution to be used depends on the specific 
environment. While most corridor networks intersect at ±90°, 
in some cases intersections at multiples of 45°  should be 
accounted for. For example, the WeAllWalk data set, 13% of all 
turns are ±45° turns. We noted (as in [18]) that our MKF system 
tuned to detect turns at 𝑘 ⋅ 45° often models 90° turns as  rapid 
sequences of two 45° turns. This is almost always the case when 
the walker took the turn slowly. This behavior does not present 
a problem in general, especially when a turn is detected outside 
of a “straight walking” segment, as discussed in the next section.  
B. Straight Walking Detection 
There are multiple situations that may trigger a false turn 
detection. For example, the walker may stop and rotate their 
body to re-orient themselves. Walkers may need to swerve when 
avoiding a perceived obstacle, or when mistakenly veering off a 
straight path. In order to reduce the likelihood of false turn 
detections, we implemented a simple straight walking (SW) 
detection module.  Unlike other algorithms that attempt to 
identify different modes (walking vs. jogging vs. running), our 
system is designed to simply detect time intervals in which the 
user walks “regularly” on a straight path. The idea is that a turn 
can never happen during a SW segments; whereas any numbers 
of turns could be detected (correctly or otherwise) outside such 
intervals. A turn event is declared when the walker’s orientation 
at the beginning of a SW segments, as computed by the MKF 
tracker, is different from the walker’s orientation at the end of 
the previous SW segment. This simple mechanism was shown 
to reduce false positives and to enable reliable detection. If a turn 
is detected, it is assigned to the midpoint of the non-SW interval 
separating the two SW intervals with different orientation. 
SW segment detection is performed using a GRU, which is. 
Simple type of recurrent neural network [20]. Our GRU 
processes a pair of signals: the azimuth angle, and the 
accelerometer magnitude (previously smoothed by a Guassian 
filter). In order to train the GRU, we rely on annotations 
available in the WeAllWalk data set. Specifically, paths in 
WeAllWalk are subdivided into segments, where each segment 
is classified as “straight” or “turn”. The start and end time of 
each segment traversal are recorded in the data set. In addition, 
time intervals corresponding to occasional features are also 
recorded, such as when the walker stopped for a moment or 
bumped onto an obstacle or onto the wall. We take all data 
samples recorded within straight segments that are outside of 
feature segments to be representative of SW segments. In 
addition, we manually annotated segments at the beginning and 
at the end of each trial, when the user was known to be still, and 
removed them from the data labeled as SW. The GRU is trained 
in stateful mode, using 150-samples windows extracted from the 
data. Specifically, the system is trained using focal loss with 𝛼 = 0.65 and 𝛾 = 0.5 (to account for the uneven distribution of 
SW data) to predict the label of the sample at position 125 within 
the window. Other training parameters are: GRU hidden unit 
size: 32; drop-out rate: 0.2; training epochs: 3; batch size: 2048. 
Examples of SW detection using our GRU system are shown in 
Figure 1 and Figure 2. 
 
Figure 1: Example of successful SW segment detection using our GRU 
system. Top: Azimuth signal; Middle: Magnitude of user acceleration; 
Bottom: SW detection (green) vs ground truth (orange). Values of 0 
indicate a SW segment.  
 
 
Figure 2: Inaccurate SW segment detection (see caption of Figure 1). 
The walker repeatedly hit the wall with their cane during traversal; 
these events (marked as “features” in WeAllWalk) were not detected 
by our algorithm. 
Sample results from our two-stage turn detection system are 
shown (orange line) in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The ground truth 
orientation is shown by a red line. The green line shows the 
orientation estimated by MKF. This line is visible in the plots 
only when it differs from the two-stage system output. One such 
case is visible in Figure 3, at around t = 30 s. Probably as a 
consequence of veering off the straight path, the azimuth angle 
changed noticeably, which triggered a short change in 
orientation as measured by the MKF. However, as this happened 
during a SW period, the incorrect turn detection was rejected by 
the two-stage system. A similar situation can be observed in 
Figure 4, where the MKF was set to measure orientations at 
multiples of 45°.  
 
Figure 3: Example of two-stage turn detection. Green line: orientation 
in output of the MKF. Orange line: orientation in output of the two-
stage system. Red line: ground truth orientation. The MKF was 
designed to detect turns that are multiple of 90°. 
 
Figure 4: Example of two-stage turn detection (see caption of Figure 
3). The MKF was designed to detect turns that are multiple of 45°. 
Examples of failure cases are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 
6. In the first case, the MKF, which was designed to measure 
orientations at multiples of 90° , was unable to capture the initial 45° turn, and thus the measured orientation kept a bias of -45° 
throughout the path. This example shows the importance of 
using the correct orientation resolution as required by the 
environment.  
 
 
Figure 5: Example of two-stage turn detection (see caption of Figure 
3). The MKF was designed to detect turns that are multiple of 90°. 
In the case of Figure 6, the MKF had multiple ±45°  
incorrect detections, which were ruled out by the two-stage 
system. However, it failed to correctly measure a 90°  turn, 
instead assigning it a 45° angle (starting at around t = 31s).  
 
Figure 6: Example of two-stage turn detection (see caption of Figure 
3). The MKF was designed to detect turns that are multiple of 45°. 
 
 
C. Step Counting 
Perhaps the simplest mechanism for measuring the length of 
a path traversed is to count the number of steps taken, and 
multiply it by the estimated stride length. Step counting is at the 
core of any PDR system, and is widely used in smartphone apps 
for healthy lifestyle. Step counting is traditionally performed by 
finding peaks or other features in acceleration or rotation rate  
signals (e.g. [21] [22]).  More recently, systems using recurrent 
neural networks (RNN) have been proposed as a robust 
alternative to “hand-crafted” algorithms [15]. 
We have experimented with as step counting system based 
on LSTM (a popular type of RNN). Prior work [15] used a bi-
directional LSTM, which can increase robustness by 
considering a whole batch of data at once. This approach would 
not be appropriate for our assisted return application, where 
timely step detection is necessary (e.g. to constantly track the 
position of the walker in the route.) We thus only considered a 
regular LSTM for our application.  
Our LSTM takes in input user acceleration data (over 3 axes) 
and rotation rate from the gyro (over 3 axes). It is trained to 
produce a sequence of values that are close to the desired output.  
The representation of the desired output is critical in the LSTM 
design. We have considered two different representations. The 
first one (impulsive) represents a sequence of steps as a signal 
that is equal to 0 except for the time of occurrence of a heel 
strike, when it is set equal to 1. This is the representation 
normally used in similar work in the literature. In practice, we 
transform each impulse into a narrow triangular wave with 
length of three samples. The second representation (square 
wave), introduced in [23], uses a bipolar signal alternating 
between 0 and 1, where each transition is triggered by a heel 
strike. WeAllWalk labels each heel strike with the foot (left or 
right) that generated it. Accordingly, we assign one level of the 
square wave to the period preceding a left heel strike, and the 
other level to the period preceding a right heel strike (note that 
left and right heel strike always alternate in regular gait.) 
The LSTM is trained in stateful mode, using 100-samples 
windows (4 seconds) extracted from the data. Least squares loss 
is used to train the system to predict the value of the ground truth 
data in the chosen representation associated with the input 
samples. The output of the LSTM (a sequence of numbers 
between 0 and 1) is then post-processed to obtain a signal in the 
desired representation. For the impulsive representation, we 
threshold the LSTM using a threshold value that gives a good 
trade-off between undercount and overcount rate. A sliding 
median filter is used to remove spurious outputs. In the case of 
the square wave representation, we simply threshold the output 
at 0.5. 
We conducted extensive testing of our step detector with the 
WeAllWalk data set using leave-one-person-out cross-
validation. Specifically, when testing with each walker, we 
trained the system with data from all other walkers over all 
paths. Given that walkers using guide dogs for mobility tend to 
have very different gait than walkers using a long cane, we 
decided that when testing the system with walkers using the long 
cane, the network would be trained on all other cane users. When 
testing with dog users, the network was trained on all other 
walkers (note that only three dog users walked in WeAllWalk). 
Results were evaluated using three different error metrics. The 
first metric (Type 1) is identical to the SC-Error 1 metric of 
WeAllWalk. The number of steps detected between any two 
consecutive ground-truth heel strike times is recorded. If 𝑛 > 1  
steps are detected within this interval, 𝑛 − 1 “overcount” (OC) 
events are recorded. If no step is detected within this interval, an 
“undercount” (UC) event is recorded. The total number of 
overcount and undercount events is then normalized by the total 
number of ground truth steps. The Type 2 error metric is 
identical to Type 1, except that detected steps are measured 
within the interval between two midpoints of consecutive heel 
strike times. In this way, small detection time errors are 
penalized less than with the Type 1 metric. The Type 3 error 
metric is identical to SC-Error 2 in WeAllWalk. The difference 
between the number of detected steps in a segment and the 
ground truth number of steps in the same segment is recorded as 
overcount (if positive) or undercount (if negative). The sum of 
overcounts and undercounts over all segments is then 
normalized by the total number of ground truth segment.  
An example of correct step detection using the square wave 
representations is shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows an example 
of undercount (two steps missed by the algorithm). An example 
of overcount is shown in Figure 9. Overall errors are reported 
for cane users and dog user, as well as for the whole set of 
walkers, in Table 1. 
 
 
Figure 7:Example of successful step counting using square wave step 
representation. The input data (3-axes user acceleration and 3-axes 
angular velocity) is shown in the middle and bottom plot, respectively. 
The top plot shows the output of the LSTM (black line), with its 
thresholded (at 0.5) version shown in gray. The red line shows the 
ground truth (polarity is switched at each heel strike.) 
  
Figure 8: An example of step undercount (see caption of Figure 7). 
Two instances of missed steps are visible at time t=15.5s and 
t=17.5s. 
 
Figure 9: An example of step overcount (see caption of Figure 7). 
Two steps were incorrectly detected around time t=4s.  
 
Table 1: Average step detection errors using square wave step 
representation (UC: undercount rate; OC: overcount rate.) 
 Error Type 1 Error Type 2 Error Type 3 
 UC OC UC OC UC OC 
Cane users 0.17 0.19 0.12 0.17 0.03 0.09 
Dog users 0.20 0.19 0.09 0.11 0.03 0.06 
All walkers 0.17 0.19 0.11 0.16 0.03 0.09 
 
IV. PATH RECONSTRUCTION 
In this section we evaluate the ability of the different 
algorithms considered when used to reconstruct the paths taken 
by the walkers in WeAllWalk. In addition to our PDR system 
based on turn/segment representation, we include results 
obtained using the RoNIN algorithm. In order to apply RoNIN 
to the WeAllWalk inertial data, it is first necessary to upsample 
the data from 25 Hz to 200 Hz. For normalization into heading-
agnostic coordinate frame, as required by RoNIN, we used the 
attitude property of the CMAttitude class in iOS’ Core 
Motion Framework. We first report comparative results on user 
velocity estimation using RoNIN and step counting. We then 
show full path reconstruction results.  
A. User Velocity Estimation 
We comparatively evaluated the accuracy of RoNIN and of 
step counting in estimating the velocity of WeAllWalk 
participants along straight segments. Straight segments in 
WeAllWalk vary in length between 10.3 m and 66.1 m (median: 
25.5 m.) Annotations in WeAllWalk allow us to determine the 
time instants (𝑇! , 𝑇!%") at which each walker enters and exits the 
i-th straight segment. Since the location of the walker within the 
width of the corridor at these times was not recorded, we simple 
assume that the walker was standing in the middle of the 
corridor. We divided the length of the corridor by traversal time (𝑇!%" − 𝑇!)  to infer the (ground truth) average velocity of 
corridor traversal. Similarly, we computed the average velocity 
from RoNIN reconstruction by dividing the estimated length of 
the path traversed between 𝑇! and 𝑇!%" by the traversal time.  
In order to use step counts for velocity estimation, we need 
to first define a step stride. The step stride of a walker was shown 
to generally depend on the step frequency [24]. This 
relationship, however, was not found to be useful for estimating 
the stride of WeAllWalk walkers. Figure 10 plots step stride 
against step frequency for all of our walkers over all paths, 
where the step stride was obtained by dividing the length of each 
straight segment by the number of steps recorded in that 
segment. As expected, walkers using a dog guide (marked as 
crosses) walked with longer stride and higher step frequency 
than other walkers. Rather than attempting to find a relationship 
between step frequency and stride, we regressed a common step 
stride over all walkers and all paths by minimizing the squared 
error of velocity estimation. This resulted in an estimated stride 
of 𝑆 = 0.564	𝑚. 
 
 
Figure 10: Step stride vs. step frequency for all straight segments in 
WeAllWalk. Different walkers shown with different colors (○: cane 
users; +: dog users.) 
We also noted that the velocities estimated by RoNIN were 
consistently lower than the ground truth velocities. We regressed 
a scale factor to minimize the squared velocity error, and 
multiplied all of RoNIN velocities by this factor (equal to 1.31).  
Figure 11 shows scatterplots of estimated vs. ground truth 
velocities over all straight segments for all walkers, using step 
counts with fixed stride of 𝑆 as well as with data from RoNIN. 
The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of absolute velocity 
errors is shown for the two algorithms in Figure 12 for all 
walkers as well as for the set of cane users. The mean absolute 
velocity error over all walker is of 0.16 m/s for RoNIN and 0.14 
m/s using step counting with fixed stride. When considering 
only the population of cane users, the velocity estimated via 
RoNIN had a mean absolute error of 0.20 m/s, vs. 0.13 m/s using 
step counting with fixed stride of 𝑆. 
 
 
Figure 11: Estimated vs. actual velocity using step count (for fixed step 
stride of 0.564 m) and RoNIN for all straight segments in WeAllWalk. 
Different walkers shown with different colors (○: cane users; +: dog 
users.) 
 
Figure 12: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of absolute errors 
of velocity estimation over al straight paths in WeAllWalk using 
RoNIN and step count. Left: All walkers. Right: Only walkers using a 
long cane. 
B. Full Path Reconstruction 
In order to evaluate the different algorithms considered in 
terms of their ability to correctly track the walker, we 
reconstructed the known paths taken by the walkers in 
WeAllWalk. Note that WeAllWalk only contains information 
(in the form of time stamps) at specific waypoints, which 
correspond to the edges between different straight or turn 
segments. As mentioned earlier, we assume that the walkers 
were located in the middle of the corridor width when 
transitioning between segments through each such waypoint. 
This gives us a discrete set of data points that can be used to 
evaluate the accuracy of path reconstruction. 
In general, the output of a path reconstruction algorithms is 
defined only up to a rigid transformation of space. This is 
because, while an estimated path is defined with respect to a 
fixed references frame, the origin and the orientation of this 
frame with respect to a given map are normally unknown. In [5], 
this alignment problem is solved by matching the path in the 
initial 5 seconds of traversal with the corresponding path in the 
map (where this correspondence is assumed to be known.) Due 
to the sparsity of available waypoints, this operation would be 
difficult or impossible to accomplish with WeAllWalk. Instead, 
we aligned the reconstructed path with the underlying known 
map by finding the rigid transformation (translation+rotation) 
that minimizes the squared distance (residual) between ground 
truth and estimated waypoint locations. This transformation is 
easily found using Procrustes analysis. 
We considered the following methods for path 
reconstruction. Note that each method defines velocity (or 
displacement) vectors, and computes the walker’s location at 
each time by integrating these vectors.  
(1) RoNIN: The velocity vectors are produced directly by the 
network. 
(2) Azimuth + step counts: At each detected step, a 
displacement vector is defined whose length is equal to the fixed 
step stride 𝑆, and with orientation equal to the azimuth angle as 
provided by the phone 
(3-4) 90º/45º turns + RoNIN lengths. The orientation of each 
velocity vector produced by RoNIN is modified and set to be 
equal the current orientation as estimated by our two-stage turn 
detection method, with the MKF designed to detect turns that 
are multiple of 90º or 45º.  
(5-6) 90º/45º turns + RoNIN lengths. Displacement vectors are 
produced at each detected foot step, with length equal to the 
fixed stride 𝑆  and orientation given by our two-stage turn 
detection method. 
The next figures show the paths reconstructed by the 
methods described above. (Only the paths traversed in the E2 
building are shown in the figures.) The average distances 
between estimated and ground truth waypoint location over each 
path are shown for the different methods by means of their CDFs 
in Figure 12, and as overall means in Table 2. It is seen that the 
90º+RoNIN lengths method achieves the lowest residual, while 
RoNIN by itself is comparable to Azimuth+step counts.  
 
Figure 13: WeAllWalk path reconstruction for all walkers using 
RoNIN. The gray shape shows the location of the corridors along the 
path. Correctly reconstructed paths should lie within this shape. 
(Note: figure not to scale.)   
 
Figure 14: WeAllWalk paths reconstruction using Azimuth + step 
counts. (See caption of Figure 13.) 
 
Figure 15: WeAllWalk path reconstruction using 90º turns + RoNIN 
lengths. (See caption of Figure 13.) 
 
Figure 16: WeAllWalk path reconstruction using 45º turns + RoNIN 
lengths. (See caption of Figure 13.) 
 
Figure 17: WeAllWalk path reconstruction using 90º turns + step 
counts. (See caption of Figure 13.) 
 
Figure 18: WeAllWalk path reconstruction using 45º turns + step 
counts. (See caption of Figure 13.) 
 
 
Figure 19: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the average 
path reconstruction error at waypoints for all WeAllWalk paths. 
Table 2: Average path reconstruction error (in meters) at waypoints 
for all WeAllWalk paths. 
RoNIN Azimuth + step counts 
90º turns + 
RoNIN lengths 
45º turns + 
RoNIN lengths 
90º turns + 
step counts 
45º turns + 
step counts 
4.85 4.85 4.22 4.49 4.33 4.70 
 
V. PATH MATCHING ALGORITHMS 
At its essence, a system for assisted return performs sub-path 
matching. We assume that a blind walker has traversed a certain 
way-in route (possibly with the aid of a sighted companion), then 
attempts to traverse the same route in reverse (return). At any 
point during return, the system matches the current return sub-
path against the (reversed) way-in path. Based on this match, the 
system may provide information to the walker (e.g. the number 
of steps till the next turn,) or even inform the walker that they 
may have taken the wrong turn and that they need to back up. A 
similar mechanism can be used to help a blind person follow a 
route that was traversed previously by someone else (in which 
case the way-in path needs not be reversed). In the experiments 
reported here, we simulate [25] an assisted return system by 
considering the same path taken by two different WeAllWalk 
walkers. We incrementally match the sub-path taken by the 
second walker during traversal with the full path from the first 
walker, based on the recorded inertial and magnetic data. 
A standard approach to path matching is to cast it into a 
minimum cost route problem over a properly defined graph. Let {𝑡!!&}  and {𝑡'()$}  be the sets of time instants associated with 
(reversed) way-in and return, respectively. (Note that the time 
instants {𝑡!!&} are actually ordered backwards with respect the 
way they were collected, to account for the fact that we are 
matching the return path against the reversed way-in path.)  For 
example, these sequences could correspond to the time points at 
which inertial data was sampled, or they could be other discrete 
events such as measured heel strike times. Our goal is to find an 
ordered, typically incomplete matching of {𝑡'()$}  with {𝑡!!&} , 
such that the location of the walker at a certain return time 
instant is similar to the location of the walker in the associated 
way-in time instant. We build a graph with nodes {𝑛!,'}, where 
each node indicates the hypothesis that the walker at time 𝑡!!& 
during way-in found themselves in the same position as the 
walker at time 𝑡'()$  during return. Nodes are connected by 
directed edges such that node 𝑛!,' is connected to nodes 𝑛!%",', 𝑛!,'%", and 𝑛!%",'%". A path in the graph is thus made of nodes 
with monotonically increasing time index in both way-in and 
return. Consecutive nodes in a path with a repeated index (e.g., 𝑛!,' → 𝑛!%",') indicate that two time instants (in this example, 
during way-in) are matched to the same instant in the other path. 
“Conflating” multiple time instants in one sequence allows for 
matching sequences with different velocities (in the example, 
the walker may have walked slower during way-in). We 
associate a cost 𝐶+,&  to edges connecting 𝑛!,'  with 𝑛!,'%"  or 𝑛!%",'. 
The cost of a path in this graph is the sum of node and edge 
costs. The cost of each node should represent the likelihood that, 
given the measured data, the walker was in the same location (at 
way-in and return) at the time instants associated with that node. 
One such measure is the data from the magnetometer. Following 
[25], we use the magnitude of the calibrated measured magnetic 
field as a weak descriptor of a location, and assign to node 𝑛!,' 
the absolute value of the difference of the magnetic field 
measured at  𝑡!!& in the way-in and at 𝑡'()$ during return. If an 
odometry system such as RoNIN is employed, then the (𝑋(𝑡), 𝑌(𝑡)) locations produced by the algorithm can be used 
directly to define node costs, for example as the Euclidean 
difference between the locations measured at 𝑡!!& and at  𝑡'()$ . 
Note that this assumes that the reference systems used to define 
the way-in and return path have been properly aligned.  
Foot step (heel strike) information can also be leveraged for 
patch matching. For example, one could try to match paths step-
by-step, allowing for a few steps to be skipped in either path to 
account for different stride lengths. This can be implemented by 
assigning appropriate node costs. Specifically, any node 𝑛!,' in 
the graph associated with the steps detected in one path (i.e., a 
heel strike was detected during way-in at 𝑡!!& or during return at 𝑡'()$) but not in the other path, is assigned a “unmatched step” 
cost 𝐶-.. This mechanism assigns low cost to paths in the graph 
that match way-in steps with return steps. Clearly, steps alone 
cannot be used for reliably path matching, as the system would 
simply match steps to steps in an orderly fashion, with no means 
to control whether matching steps were measured at similar 
locations. However, it can be a powerful cue complementing 
other measurements. Note that walkers may use different strides 
during way-in and return. This situation, which was observed in 
[3], may occur when, for example, the walker is led by a sighted 
guide during way-in, and needs to find their way by themselves 
during return. Hence, the number of steps when traversing a 
segment may change during way-in and return.  
Orientation information can also be very useful for patch 
matching. Specifically, we assume that the walker was facing a 
similar direction at the same location during (reversed) way-in 
and return. In order to measure the walker’s orientation at each 
point, we use the two-stage turn-segment mechanism described 
earlier, which is well suited to corridor networks. A simple 
approach to enforcing consistent orientation would be to assign 
node costs that encourage matching equal angle turns during 
way-in and return. For example, similarly to the mechanism 
employed for step matching, any node 𝑛!,' associated with a turn 
detected in one path but not in the other, or with turns detected 
in both paths but by different turning angles, could be assigned 
a certain “unmatched turn” cost. This simple approach, though, 
is liable to fail in common situations with short sequences of 
incorrectly detected turns. For example, suppose that during 
way-in the walker stopped for a moment and turned their body 
to the left for a short time (for example to return the greetings of 
a passer-by) then starts to walk again. In this case, the system 
may incorrectly detect a left turn, followed after a short time by 
a right turn. During return, the walker proceeds without 
interruptions along the same path. Correctly matching the way-
in and return paths comes at the cost of two unmatched turns. 
The risk is that one of the two spurious way-in turns may get 
(incorrectly) matched to some other distant (correct) turn during 
return (thus resulting in a lower unmatched turn cost), 
potentially creating a gross path mismatch.  
This example suggests that an unmatched turn should be 
given a lower penalty when preceded shortly by a turn in the 
opposite direction, as in the example above. However, this 
cannot be implemented by simply assigning costs to edges or 
nodes in our original graph. Instead, we propose a mechanism 
that achieves the desired result, at the cost of increasing the 
number of nodes and edges in the graph. The idea is to consider 
the orientation of the walker at each time, something that can be 
obtained by accumulating detected turns.  We describe an 
algorithm that embodies this notion in the following. 
Let 𝐼J!& = {?̂?} be the set of indices such that a turn by angle 𝜃/̂!& was detected at time 𝑡/̂!& during (reversed) way-in. (Similar 
concepts are defined for the return path, with obvious symbol 
modifications.) Assuming that the walker had orientation of 0° 
at start time, and that all turns were correctly detected, the 
orientation of the walker at time 𝑡!!& will be: 
𝑂!&N𝑡!!&O = P Q 𝜃/̂!&/̂∈23!",/̂4! R𝑚𝑜𝑑	2𝜋 
Note that, since we assumed that turn angles only take 
discrete values 𝑘 ⋅ 2𝜋/𝑁  (e.g., 𝑁 = 4  or 8 ), the walker’s 
orientation 𝑂 takes values in the same discrete set (due to 2𝜋 
periodicity). One could assign a cost to each node 𝑛!,' that is a 
function of the orientation discrepancy 𝑂!&N𝑡!!&O − 𝑂()$N𝑡'()$O. 
However, this node cost by itself would not account for potential 
false detections. Suppose, for example, that we want to test the 
hypothesis that a turn detected at time 𝑡/̂!&  was in fact a false 
positive. Testing this hypothesis would require evaluating how 
the orientation discrepancy cost would change if this detected 
turn were suppressed. However, suppressing a turn affects all 
orientations computed for times 𝑡!!& > 𝑡/̂!& . Testing the same 
hypothesis for all detected turns would appear to result in an 
exponential growth of possible user orientations at each time. 
Thankfully, this is not the case, due to the fact that orientations 
belong to a finite discrete set. We implement this concept by 
means of a graph augmentation strategy as discussed next. 
Each node 𝑛!,' in our original graph is replaced with a set of 𝑁 ×𝑁  nodes 𝑛!,'5,6 , where the superscripts 𝑝, 𝑞  (both indices 
taking values between 0 and 𝑁 − 1) indicate the hypothesis that 
at way-in time 𝑡!!&  and at return time 𝑡'()$  the walker had 
orientation equal to 𝑝 ⋅ 2𝜋/𝑁  and 𝑞 ⋅ 2𝜋/𝑁 , respectively. 
Nodes 𝑛!,'5,6 with 𝑝 ≠ 𝑞 are assigned a mis-orientation cost 𝐶7,. 
Nodes 𝑛!,'5,6	that are not associated with detected turns (i.e., 𝑖 ∉𝐼J!&,	𝑗 ∉ 𝐼J()$) are linked with zero-cost directed edges to nodes 𝑛!%",'5,6 , 𝑛!,'%"5,6 , and 𝑛!%",'%"5,6 . If a turn by angle 𝜃/̂!& = 𝑘 ⋅ 2𝜋/𝑁 
was detected at time 𝑡/̂!&, node 𝑛/̂,'5,6 is connected to two sets of 
nodes: 
• 𝑛!%",'(5%9)7,;	=,6, 𝑛!,'%"(5%9)7,;	=,6, 𝑛!%",'%"(5%9)7,;	=,6  
• 𝑛!%",'5,6 , 𝑛!,'%"5,6 , 𝑛!%",'%"5,6  
The first three connections are made under the assumption 
that the turn was correctly detected, which triggers an update of 
the way-in walker orientation (from 𝑝 ⋅ 2𝜋/𝑁 to ( 𝑝 + 𝑘) ⋅2	𝜋/𝑁	𝑚𝑜𝑑	2𝜋). The second set of connections represent the 
possibility that the turn was incorrectly detected, meaning that 
the way-in orientation should not be changed. The directed 
edges for these connections are assigned a “turn suppression” 
cost 𝐶$.. Similar considerations are applied for nodes associated 
with a turn detected during return. For nodes associated with 
turns detected both at way-in and return, we need to consider 
two additional sets of edges, representing the possibility that any 
such detection may or may not be correct. The cost of a path in 
this graph is thus a function of both the discrepancy in 
orientation between way-in and return, and of the number of 
turns that need to be suppressed to minimize this discrepancy. In 
the example given earlier of a sequence of two spurious turns in 
opposite orientations, a possible low-cost path would accept 
both turns, while paying a total penalty for orientation 
discrepancy equal to 𝑛 ⋅ 𝐶7,, where 𝑛 is the number of nodes in 
the path between the two spurious turns. Another possible path 
would suppress both turns, thus paying a penalty equal to 2 ⋅ 𝐶$.. 
Both solutions are acceptable. Note that the risk of incorrectly 
matching one of these two spurious turns to a distant (correct) 
turn during return, while suppressing the other spurious turn, is 
small, due to the associated accumulated mis-orientation cost. 
In terms of computational complexity, at each new time 
instant during return with no turn detected, the number of 
operations becomes 3 ⋅ 𝑁# ⋅ (𝑀!& + `𝐼J!&`), where the symbol ‖⋅‖ represents the set cardinality.  If a turn was detected, the 
number of operations at that time instant is double this amount.   
A. Experiments with WeAllWalk 
In order to test our path matching algorithm in realistic 
assisted return situations, we considered all pairs of traversals of 
same path by different participants in WeAllWalk. We 
simulated an assisted return situation where the first walker 
traversed the whole path first, then the second walker traverses 
the same path while their path is incrementally matched with the 
path of the first walker. In order to evaluate the correctness of 
path matching, it is necessary to know the actual location of the 
two walkers at each time. As mentioned earlier, WeAllWalk 
only records the time at which each walker transitioned between 
different segments. We interpolated location between these 
discrete time/location data points by assuming that participants 
walked at constant speed within each segment. This gives us an 
approximate location of each walker at all times. Based on this 
information, we can compute the set of nodes {𝑛b!,'}  that 
represent the correct matching of 𝑡!!& with 𝑡'()$ (meaning that the 
first walker was at the same location at time 𝑡!!& as the second 
walker at time 𝑡'()$. When evaluating the correctness of a node 𝑛9,> in the graph path chosen by the path matching algorithm, 
we find the node 𝑛b!,'  with 𝑖 = 𝑘 , then record the absolute 
difference between 𝑡>()$  and 𝑡'()$ . This measures the error for 
node 𝑛9,>; the overall error is the average error over the whole 
graph path. 
When using data from the magnetometer as a location 
signature as mentioned earlier, we first need to estimate a 
calibration for the magnetometers. The magnetic data recorded 
in WeAllWalk was taken from uncalibrated sensors. A 
magnetometer is typically affected by hard-iron magnetization, 
which can be modeled as a bias vector added to the recorded 
magnetic field. In order to estimate this bias vector for the 
phones used by the walker pair, we used the following strategy. 
We considered a number of waypoints in the path traversed by 
the two walkers, and assumed that the magnitude of the 
magnetic field after bias removal should be similar for the data 
recorded at the same waypoints. We thus regressed a bias vector 
by non-linear minimization of the average discrepancy between 
magnetic field magnitude at waypoints. Unfortunately, even 
after this calibration phase, the measured magnetic field was 
often inconsistent between path traversal, and use of the 
magnetic field consistently worsened the results. We thus only 
present results without use of the magnetic field. 
Average errors results are shown in Table 3 Specifically, we 
experimented with using path reconstructed by RoNIN and by 
the 90º/45º turns + RoNIN lengths algorithms described earlier. 
In this case, we only considered node costs equal to the 
Euclidean distance between the walker’s estimated location (at 
way-in and return) at the times represented by the node. We also 
considered path matching based solely on turn detection, using 
the proposed graph augmentation technique. Finally, we 
considered path matching using both turn and steps information.  
Table 3: Path matching errors (in seconds) measured with different 
algorithms for our WeAllWalk experiments. 
RoNIN 90º turns + 
RoNIN lengths 
45º turns + 
RoNIN lengths 
90º turns 90º turns + 
steps 
10.14 6.78 7.22 9.46 8.51 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a set of pedestrian odometry algorithms 
and their applications for assisted return using suitable path 
matching algorithms. Comparison between a deep learning-
based algorithm such as RoNIN and a more traditional PDR 
approach based on a turn/segment path representation has 
brought to light interesting aspects of both systems when applied 
to data collected by blind pedestrians. For example, it was 
shown that the error in average velocity estimation using RoNIN 
and of a step counter with fixed step stride were comparable (and 
in fact, the latter had lower average error when restricted to the 
community of cane users.) It should be noted, though, that 
RoNIN was trained with a different type of smartphone than the 
one used in WeAllWalk, and only for sighted walkers. In 
addition, inertial data recorded in WeAllWalk was sampled at 
25 Hz, while RoNIN was trained with data at 200 Hz. Indeed, it 
is remarkable that RoNIN worked almost “out of the box”, after 
data upsampling at 200 Hz and correction for a scale factor. (It 
is not clear to us why this scale factor correction was needed.) It 
is possible that, with proper retraining or fine-tuning, the 
performance of RoNIN could improve. Unfortunately, training 
of RoNIN (or of other similar learning-based systems) requires 
building data sets with annotations of orientation and location of 
the walker at each time, a very laborious operation.  
Our two-stage procedure for turn detection and drift-free 
orientation estimation was shown to produce accurate results. 
Indeed, the top path reconstruction accuracy was obtained by an 
algorithm that estimates velocity vectors with orientation from 
our algorithm, and length from RoNIN. This algorithm 
performed only marginally better than a similar algorithm that 
used step counts with fixed stride. Part of the reason for the 
success of path reconstruction using drift-free discrete 
orientations may be that normalization of inertial data using a 
heading-agnostic frame, as necessary for the correct functioning 
of RoNIN, is itself prone to accumulated drift. It is important to 
note, though, that the turn/segment representation is only valid 
for corridor networks, with corridors intersecting at fixed angle. 
In addition, it should be pointed out that in all of WeAllWalk 
trials, the location of the smartphones on the users’ bodies did 
not change while walking. In a more general situation, with the 
user occasionally repositioning the phone, it is possible that 
competing algorithms might have fared worse than RoNIN. 
Our path matching algorithms were carefully designed to 
function with turn/segment path representations (where the path 
is expressed only as a sequence of tuns and steps) as well as with 
general trajectories. Special provisions were taken to ensure that 
false turn detections were ruled out in the matching process. In 
addition, magnetic signatures can be easily added to the cost 
function considered for path matching. Unfortunately, we were 
not able to successfully utilize the uncalibrated magnetic data 
from WeAllWalk. 
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